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中’我們對在 R a y l e i g h - B m a r d對流實驗中的局部平均溫度耗 
： 散率進行系統的分析。我們研究了它的概率密度函數與P階矩 
的標度律。特別地，我們用三種方法去測試它是否滿足 S h e 和 
Leveque的模型[2]，並將這三種方法所得的結果互相比較。我 





A b s t r a c t 
A key issue in the turbulence research is to understand the statistics of the various 
fluctuating quantities in turbulent flow. Especially, intermittency, a main prob-
lem is yet to be understood. In 1962, Kolmogorov proposed a refined simi lar i ty 
hypothesis, which attributes intermittency of the velocity field to the spatial vari-
ation of the energy dissipation rate. A similarly interesting question is whether 
the intermittency of temperature field in turbulent convection is related to the 
spatial variation of the temperature dissipation rate. In my thesis, I carry out a 
systematic analysis of the locally averaged temperature dissipation rate, estimated 
by Xt，in turbulent Rayleigh-Benard convection. We have studied the probabil-
i ty density function of In Xr and the scaling behavior of the moments of Xr- In 
particular, I test whether i t satisfies a moment hierarchy of the form proposed by 
She and Leveque[2] using three different methods. The results obtained by these 
three methods wi l l be compared. We find that x丁 indeed satisfies such moment 
hierarchical relation. Moreover, for the convection using helium, the moments of 
Xr have power-law scaling wi th r : {Xr^)〜丫“口 and the scaling exponents fip are 
iwell described by c ( l — - Ap. However, for water convection, no discernible scaling is observed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
There are two kinds of fluid flow; one is laminar flow and the other is turbulent 
flow. Turbulent flow is highly complex, chaotic and vort ical flow, and is more 
common than laminar flow. Turbulence, a yet unsolved problem in physics is fu l l 
of challenges to the physicists. 
The equation of mot ion for both kinds of f luid flow is the Navier-Stokes equation: 
^ ^ ^ + u ( r , t) . V u ( r , t) = --Vp{T, t) + zA72u(r, t) (1.1) 
when the flow is incompressible: • • u 二 0. Here u is the velocity field，p is the 
density, p ( r , t) is the pressure and v is the kinematic viscosity. Kinet ic energy is 
conserved wi thout the term t)\ w i th this term, kinetic energy is dissipated 
and turned into heat. 
The rat io of the order of magnitudes of the nonlinear term(警）and the viscous 
term(告）is known as the Reynolds number Re = w h e r e U is the characteristic 
velocity and L is the characteristic length. Re measures how large the nonlinearity 
is compared to the effect of viscosity in a part icular fluid flow. W i t h 《 1 , 
the nonlinear term can be neglected and a close-form solution can be obtained. 
However, in most flows, Re is very large, the solution of E q . ( l . l ) is then strongly 
affected by the nonlinear term, and the actual flow pattern is complicated, con-
I 
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voluted and vortical. These are turbulent flows in which the physical quantities, 
like velocity and temperature field, exhibit irregular fluctuations both in t ime and 
space. 
A key issue in the turbulence research is to understand the statistics of the various 
f luctuating quantities in turbulent flow. Kolmogorov is among the first who at tempt 
to understand the statistics of turbulence. He thought that for flows w i th very large 
Reynolds number, turbulence can be regarded as the combination of many differ-
ent scales' vortices. As described in the picture of Richardson cascade[l], large 
vortices break into smaller vortices and the smaller one broken into much smaller 
one. Energy thus flows from large scales to smaller scales continuously and fi-
nally dissipated in the smallest scales by viscosity. In the process of this cascade, 
intermediate-scale turbulence reaches a statistically balanced state and forms the 
so called "locally homogeneous isotropic turbulence". That means even the large 
scale turbulence is not the case, the small scale turbulence can st i l l be considered as 
homogeneous and isotropic. Hence, turbulent flows should have some statistically 
universal behavior. In large Reynolds number flows, Kolmogorov(K41) assumed 
that the statistics of velocity increment at scale r, where r is w i th in the inert ial 
range, i.e. 7 / 《 / 《 L , where L is the energy injection scale and t ] is the molecular 
dissipation scale, depend only on the mean energy dissipation rate e and r . The 
velocity structure function is defined as: 
〈|"r|尸〉二 {\u(x + r)-“⑷广〉 
where u(.r) represent the velocity field at x. By (limoiisioii analysis, $ 〜乙 For 
1) 二 '2’ wv have the second order structure function : 
(4)〜(厂一 
and the energy power spectriini: 
£ ( A - ) 〜 厂 - 5 / 3 
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These are the famous 2/3 law and 5/3 law. Mathematical ly, these two laws are 
equivalent. In general, for the pth. order structure funct ion, we have 
{\ur\^) = Cp(er)3 〜 r ? (1.2) 
where Cp is a constant which depends on p. Thus al l moments of velocity increment 
have power law dependence on r : 
{\Ur\^)〜r�p 
wi th 
Cp 二 P/3 (1-3) 
However, experimental observations indicate that Cp deviate f rom p/3 when p is 
large. The deviation is usually called an intermit tent correction to K41 or anoma-
lous scaling. 
In 1962 Kolmogorov made some correction to his previous hypothesis which is now 
known as Refined Similar i ty Hypothesis(RSH). In RSH, the locally averaged energy 
dissipation rate e^  plays the role of e. e^  is averaged over a volume of radius r w i t h 
r w i th in the inert ial range. The statistics of the velocity increments now depend 
on the scale r and e『，thus we have 
〈 |〜r〉〜r"3〈e//3〉 
I f ( e / ) 〜 r T p , then (p and Tp are related by 
Cp = p/3 + Tp/3 (1.4) 
Kolmogorov further assumed that the distr ibut ion of e『is lognormal and its mo-
ments have scaling behavior w i th r and obtained Tp = t2P(【_i) (see Appendix A) . 
Using Eq.(1.4), (p = p /3 + [t2p(p - 3)]/18 which agrees better w i t h experimental 
observation but is st i l l not good when p is large. 
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In 1993, She and Leveque proposed that[2] for I in inert ial range, the scaling be-
havior of e/P+i) which is defined as the ratio of successive dissipation moments, 
i.e. 
>+1) — \£/__/ (I 5) 
can be determined by a universal relation involving e!”）and e产）for all p. They 
postulated that 
4 时 1 ) = 〜 ( ⑷ （ 1 - 6 ) 
where e!(⑴）=limp—⑴ Ap are constants independent of I. Also, they assumed 
that the most dissipative structure are filaments and argued that the scaling expo-
nent q of e,(⑴）(that is, e严）〜“）is -2/3. Then the scaling exponents Tp of (q^) 
can be determined as below: 
r , = - ( 2 / 3 ) p + 2 [ ( l - ( ^ n (1.7) 
By Eq.(1.4), the scaling exponent for the velocity structure function can be deter-
mined as below : 
„ 2 p/3 
Cp 二 • + ] (1.8) 
This result agrees well wi th experimental data. I t had been found that the locally 
averaged energy dissipation rate[3], passive scalar field[4], temperature structure 
function[5] and velocity field in a shell model[6] all satisfy moment hierarchical 
relations of the form (1.6). 
Convection experiments are frequently used for studying turbulence. The flow is 
caused by a temperature difference applied across the bot tom and the top plates of 
the cell. When this difference is large enough, the convection wi l l become turbulent. 
Fluid flow in the system is described by the following equations[7]: 
1 
+ u • V u = z/V^u - -Vp-\-gaTz (1.9) 
dt p 
^ + u • VT = kV^T (1.10) 
V . u = 0 (1.11) 
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where a is the volume expansion coefficient, g is the acceleration due to gravity, 
T is the temperature field and k is the thermal di f fusiv i ty of the fluid, i is the 
uni t vector in vertical direction. Eq.(1.9) is the equation of momentum conserva-
t ion and couples the velocity field and temperature field. Eq. ( l . lO) describes the 
temperature field undergoing diffusion and advection. u . V u in Eq.(1.9) is the 
nonlinear term and terms on the r ight hand side of are the viscous term, pressure 
gradient, and buoyancy term respectively. (1.11) refers to the incompressibi l i ty of 
the fluid. 
The state of flow is characterized by two dimensionless numbers: Rayleigh number 
Ra, which is defined as 
= f (1.12) 
UK 
and the Prandt l number Pr which is the rat io 兰，where A is the temperature dif-
rC 
ference between the bo t tom and top of the cell. As the Rayliegh number increases, 
the fluid progresses f rom the laminar state to turbulent state which show both 
temporal and spatial disorder. 
We can gain more understanding on the intermit tency problem by d iv id ing i t into 
two parts: to understand the condit ional temperature structure functions at fixed 
values of the locally averaged temperature dissipation rate [E.S.C. Ching and K.L . 
Chau, preprint] and the statistics of the local temperature dissipation. This sepa-
rat ion help us to see whether the RSH type ideas would be f ru i t fu l , that is, whether 
the observed intermittency of the temperature field[5] can be at t r ibuted to the spa-
t ia l fluctuations of the temperature dissipation. In this thesis, we have carried out 
a systematic analysis on the statistics of the locally averaged temperature dissi-
pation rate, estimated by Xt (see Chapter 3 for detailed definit ion), in turbulent 
convection. Data from two experiments using hel ium gas and water have been 
analyzed. In chapter 2，these two experiments using low-temperature helium gas 
and water are briefly discussed. 
In chapter 3，we shall examine the probabi l i ty density funct ion(pdf) of normalized 
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In Xr and study the r-dependence of the moments of x^- We find that the moments 
exhibit scaling b e h a v i o r , ( x r ) 〜 w i t h i n the inert ia l range. 
In chapter 4，we shall investigate whether Xr satisfies the moment hierarchical re-
lat ion of the form in (1.6). We shall check using three different methods. The three 
parameters c, jJ^ and A obtained by these three methods would be compared to 
ensure consistency. The scaling exponents fip are found to be well described by 
c ( l - / V ) - Ap. 
Finally, we end the thesis by discussion and conclusion in chapter 5. We shall com-
pare the difference between convective turbulence and passive scalar. Also recently 
Ching[5] found that there is a change in the scaling behavior of the temperatue 
structure functions in turbulent convection for length scales below and above the 
Bolgiano scale. So, in chapter 5, we at tempt to study whether there is any change 




Rayleigh-Benard convection experiment has been used for studying turbulence ex-
tensively. In this chapter, we briefly describe the two experiments using hel ium 
gas[7, 8，9] and water[10]. The advantage of using low-temperature hel ium gas is 
that a wide range of Rayleigh numbers can be covered by changing the gas density. 
I t can be used to study the development of flow states. Therefore, Ra dependence 
of the statist ical properties of x^ can be studied. I n the experiment using water, 
the temperature at different heights h f rom the bo t tom to the center of the cell 
can be easily measured. This enables us to study the posit ion dependence of the 
statistical properties of XT. 
2.1 Turbulent Convection using Helium 
The experimental cell is cylindrical, of diameter 20cm and height 40cm, which was 
fil led w i th 5 K hel ium gas. The cell was heated f rom below and the temperature 
difference between the bo t tom plate and the top plate were controlled. Temperature 
as a function of t ime, T(t) at the centre of the cell was measured by arsenic-doped 
silicon bolometers. As mentioned in chapter 1，the states of flow is characterized 
by two dimensionless control parameters: Ra, and Pr. In this experiment, Pr is of 
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order of uni ty and almost constant throughout the experiment. The data we have 
studied are: Ra 二 6.9 x 106, 2.1 x lO?, 6.0 x lO^, 4.0 x 109, 7.3 x 6.0 x 
6.7 X 1012, 4.1 X 1013 and 5.8 x The range of Ra is f rom 10® to which 
includes both the so-called soft and hard turbulence regimes. 
2.2 Turbulent Convection using water 
The experiment was done in a cylindrical cell of height(L) 19.6 cm and diameter 
19 cm at room temperature[10]. In order to minimize the heat exchange of the 
convection cell w i th the surroundings and keep the Pr roughly constant which is 
about 7, the average temperature of the water was kept around 22 The data 
: we study were taken at Ra = 8.5 x 10^ which lies in the hard turbulence regime. 
The body of the convection cell is made of plexiglas, which can be used for visu-
alization through l igh scattering method. The top plate is connected to a water 
chamber to keep its temperature constant and a heater is embedded inside the 
bot tom plate in order to generate the temperature difference A between the plates. 
By using a thermistor probe, resistance as a function of t ime were taken at various 
height h from the centre of the bot tom plate. The sampling frequency is 256Hz. 
These sets of data enable us to study the location dependence of the statistical 














Probability Distribution and 
Scaling behavior 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, we are interested in studying the statistical features of 
the locally averaged temperature dissipation rate Xr (defined in Appendix B). We 
estimate i t by Xr which is defined as: 
— r © 、 ’ （3.1) 
T is measured in unit of A t , where At is the sampling t ime interval. In this chapter, 
we study the probabil i ty density function (PDF) of In Xr and the scaling behavior 
of the moments of Xr-
3.1 PDF of Yr 
We define 
YT 二 In(XT) - Mr 
T — CFt 
where M丁 = {ln(xr)> and a丁 = 7([ ln(xr)]^> — ( i n ( x r ) y and study the PDF of Y,. 
Two numbers, the skewness (5) and the flatness ( K ) are useful to describe the 
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shape of the P D F P{z) of a zero-mean variable z. They are defined as: 
. — 且 
^ = ^ 
K - ^ 
_〈巧 2 • 
The skewness characterizes the degree of asymmetry of a d is t r ibut ion around its 
mean. I t is an nondimensional quant i ty and is a pure number tha t characterizes 
only the shape of the distr ibut ion. Positive S signifies a d is t r ibut ion w i t h an asym-
metric ta i l extending out towards more positive 2：; negative S signifies a d is t r ibut ion 
whose ta i l extends out towards more negative 2：. K is also an nondimensional quan-
t i t y which measures the flatness of a distr ibut ion relative to a Gaussian distr ibut ion. 
For a Gaussian distr ibut ion, 5 = 0 and K — 3. 
3.1.1 Helium Convection 
In this section, we examine the P D F of Yr using the hel ium data. We shall study 
eight Ra which are: Ra 二 6.9 x lO®，2.1 x 10^ 6.0 x 108，4.0 x lO。，7.3 x 
6.0 X IQi i , 6.7 X 1012 and 4.1 x ICP. 
Before examining the P D F of Y^, let us consider two t ime scales: r^ and Tc which 
are the dissipative and the circulation t ime scale respectively. We expect T ( t + r ) 
and T{t) become decorrelate when r is larger than the circulat ion t ime, i.e. < 
T{t + r ) T ( t ) 〉 二 < T{t) >2 for r > t^. Thus 
{Tr')三〈[T(“t)-T ⑴]2〉 
〜2[〈T2 ⑴〉—〈T ⑴〉2] 
= 2 A e 
where Ac — [(T^(t)) —〈T⑴〉之]becomes independent of r when r > Tc- Thus, Tc 
is estimated by the beginning of the flat region in the In — In plot of the second 
moment of T^ - versus r . On the other hand, for small r , 
T{t + r ) - T(t) ^ T(t) - T(t) oc r 
at | T = O 
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So, Td can be estimated by the end of the linear region for small r . Fig.( 3.1) shows 
the I n - I n plot of (T^) versus r . The dotted lines indicate r^ and t。The values 
of Td and Tc for the eight Ra studied are summarized in table (3.1). 
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Figure 3.1: In - In plot of (T^) versus r for (a) Ra = 6.9 x 10^ (b) Ra = 2.1 x 10^; 
(c ) Ra = 6 .0 X 108; ( d ) Ra = 4 . 0 x 1 0 ^ (e) Ra = 7 .3 x IQi•； ( f ) Ra 二 6 . 0 x I Q H ; 
(g) Ra = 6.7 X 1012 and (h) Ra = 4.1 x ICP. 
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—Ra Td {At) Te (At)-
6.9 X 106 9 139 
2.1 X 107 6 234 
6.0 X 108 6 724 
4.0 X 109 5 IQQQ 
7.3 X IQiG 5 "~T878 
6.0 X IQii 5 2233 
6 .7 X 1012 5 1878 
4.1 X 1013 5 2233 
Table 3.1: The t ime scales r^ and 丁。estimated by the plots of the second moment 
of Tr versus r for Ra f rom 10^ to 
The PDF of Yr w i th different r for the lower Ra which lie in the soft turbulence 
regime, i.e. for Ra < 10® are shown in Fig.( 3.2) and (3.3). The symbols represent 
different values of r while the solid line is the standard Gaussian distr ibut ion 
PSG{X) 二 ( 3 . 2 ) yZTT 
and is shown for comparison. I t can be seen that the PDFs are close but deviate 
from a Gaussian. To study in details the deviation, we plot the skewness and 
flatness for these PDFs in Fig.( 3.4) and ( 3.5). We can see that the PDFs of Yr for 
all T have negative S and K < 3, which means the tails are extending out towards 
more negative Yr. Since the values of S and K depend on r , the shape of the PDF 
is r dependent. 
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Figure 3.2: PDF of 1； for Ra = 6.9 x 10® for (i) r = 16; (ii) r = 32; ( i i i) r = 64; 
(iv) T — 128. A l l r measured in units of At. The solid lines show the Gaussian 
distr ibut ion for comparison. 
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Figure 3.3: PDF of 1； for Ra = 2.1 x 10^ for (i) r = 8] (ii) r 16; r = 64; r = 128. 
The solid lines show the Gaussian distr ibution for comparison. 
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Figure 3.4: r dependence of the skewness of the PDF of In Xr for Ra = 6.9 x 
10^(circles) and Ra 二 2.1 x 10^ (squares). The dashed line show 5 = 0 for the case 
of a Gaussian distr ibution. 
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Figure 3.5: r dependence of the flatness of the PDF for Ra = 6.9 x 10® (circles) and 
二 2.1 X 107 (squares). The dashed line show K = 3 for the case of a Gaussian 
distribution. 
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For Ra which lie in hard turbulence regime {Ra > 10®), the PDFs of Yr for 
different r are shown in Figs.( 3.6) to (3.11). As in soft turbulence, the shape of 
the PDFs of Yr is r dependent. Compare w i t h the soft turbulence, the shape of 
the P D F of Yr differs more f rom a Gaussian for small r . As r increases, the P D F 
shifts to Gaussian shape. 
Fig.( 3.12) shows the r dependence of the skewness of the PDFs for hard turbulence. 
We can see that , for Ra = 6.0 x 108, Ra = 6.0 x Ra = 6.7 x and 
Ra = 4.1 X 1013，i.e. in Fig.( 3.6) and (3.9) to (3.11), S changes f rom positive 
to negative as r increases beyond r 二 256 and 512At respectively. However, for 
Ra 二 4.0 X 109 and Ra = 7.3 x IQi。，S are negatvie for all r . 
Fig.( 3.13) shows the r dependence of the flatness of the PDFs for hard turbulence. 
For Ra = 6.0 x 108，Ra = 7.3 x Ra = 6.7 x a n d Ra = 4 .1 x I C P , i T < 3 
for al l T. However, for Ra = 4.0 x 10^ and Ra = 6.0 x IQH, K change f rom < 3 to 
> 3 as r increases. 
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Figure 3.6: r dependence of the PDF of 1； for Ra = 6.0 x 10^ The solid line is 
the standard Gaussian distr ibut ion which is shown for comparison. 
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Figure 3.7: 丁 dependence of the PDF of Y^ for Ra = 4.0 x 10^. The symbols used 
are the same as in Fig.( 3.6). 
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Figure 3.8: r dependence of the PDF of Y^ for Ra = 7.3 x 
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Figure 3.9: r dependence of the PDF of Yr for Ra = 6.0 x IQU. 
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Figure 3.10: r dependence of the PDF of Vr for Ra = 6.7 x ICP. 
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Figure 3.11: 丁 dependence of the PDF of Y^ for Ra = 4.1 x 
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Figure 3.12: r dependence of the skewness of the PDF for Ra 二 6.0 x 10^(circles), 
Ra 二 4.0 X 109 (squares), Ra = 7.3 x (diamonds), Ra = 6.0 x IQH (triangles), 
Ra = 6.7 X 1012 (left triangles) and Ra = 4.1 x (triangles down). The dashed 
line show 5 = 0 for the case of a Gaussian. 
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Figure 3.13: r dependence of the flatness of the PDF for Ra = 6.0 x 10^(circles), 
Ra = 4.0 X 109 (squares), Ra = 7.3 x ICP (diamonds), Ra = 6.0 x IQH (triangles), 
Ra = 6.7 X 1012 (left triangles) and Ra = 4.1 x ICP (triangles down), and The 
dashed line show K = 3 for the case of a Gaussian. 
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To study how much the PDFs of 1； deviate from a Gaussian, we investigate the 
dependence of the moment of ( x / > on p and part icular ly its deviation form that 
predicted by a Gaussian 1；. I f Yr is Gaussian distr ibut ion, Xr is lognormal and 
/ O O 
-OO 
.OO , 、 / e - n V 2 \ 
J-OO \ v 27r / 
v 27r J-oo 
We plot l n ( x / ) versus p and the parabola yr{p) = M-^p + (a^ V ) / 2 in Figs.( 3.14) 
to ( 3.21). We can see that for fixed r , there is good agreement for small p. The 
maximum value of p for good agreement, Pmax, varies w i th r. For large r , higher-
order moments can be fitted. Thus Xr is not lognormal but its lower-order moments 
can be approximated by assuming Xr is lognormal for a fixed value of r . 
I 
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Figure 3.14: The graphs of In(x^) versus p for Ra = 6.9 x 10® for (a) 丁 — 16, 
(b) r = 32, (c) r = 64 and (d) r = 128. The dotted lines are the parabola 
y{p) 二 + Mrp. 
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Figure 3.15: The graphs of ln(x?) versus p for Ra=2.1 x 10^ for (a) r = 8, (b) 
丁 二 64, (c) r = 100 and (d) 丁 = 128. The dotted lines are the parabola y{p)= 
(a, V ) / 2 + MrP. 
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Figure 3.16: The graphs of ln(x?) versus p for Ra = 6.0 x 10^ for (a) r 二 16, 
(b) r = 64, (c) T = 256 and (d) r = 512. The dotted lines are the parabola 
y{p) = {arV)/2-hMrP. 
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Figure 3.17: The graphs of ln{x?) versus p for Ra = 4.0 x 10^ for (a) T = 32, 
(b) T = 64，(c) T = 128 and (d) r = 256. The dotted lines are the parabola 
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Figure 3.18: The graphs of ln(x?} versus p for Ra = 7.3 x ICP for (a) r 二 16, 
(b) T = 64, (c) 丁 = 256 and (d) r = 1024. The dot ted lines are the parabola 
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Figure 3.19: The graphs of ln(x?) versus p for Ra=6.0 x lO。 f o r (a) r 二 32, 
(b) 丁 = 128，(c) T = 256 and (d) T = 512. The dotted lines are the parabola 
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Figure 3.20: The graphs of ln(x?} versus p for Ra = 6.7 x The symbols used 
are just like Fig.( 3.19). 
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Figure 3.21: The graphs of ln(x?> versus p for Ra = 4.1 x ICP. The symbols used 
are just like Fig.( 3.19). 
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3.1.2 Water Convection 
In this section, we study the height(h)-dependence of the P D F of Yr in turbulent 
convection using water at Ra = 8.5 x 10^. The locations we shall study are: 
h = 0.0,0.5, 0.6, 0.7,1.0,1.6, 3.0,4.0, 6.0,10, 20,40，80 and 100 m m 
which starts f rom the bo t tom plate to the center of the experimental cell along the 
central axis. The thermal boundary thickness Xth was found to be 0.63 m m [11. 
The In-ln plots of (T^) versus r are shown in Fig.( 3.22) and (3.23). As can be seen 
that Td and TC are almost the same for all h and are bOAt and 20000At respectively. 
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Figure 3.22: In-In plots of (T^) versus r for h 二 0 inm (circlcs), h = 0.5 mm 
(squares), fi = 0.6 mm (diamonds), k = 0.7 mm (triangles up), fi = 1 i i i i i i (triangles 
left), // = 1.6 mm (triangles down), h = 3 in in (triangles r ight), h = 4 mm (plus), 
// == G mil l (crosses), fi = 1() mm (stars), h — 20 mm (solid line). 
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Fig.( 3.24) (a) shows the PDFs of inside and near the thermal boundary layer 
{h < 0.7mm) while Fig.( 3.24) (b) shows the ones outside the thermal boundary 
layer {h > 0.7mm) for fixed r = 256. In Fig.( 3.24) (a), one can see that the shapes 
of the PDFs are quite similar. Then we move away from the Xth to the center of 
the cell which are shown in Fig.( 3.24) (b). As h = 0.7 m m increases to /i = 3 mm, 
the peak of P(X丁) decreases. However, i t increases when h moves from 3 mm to 
100 mm. Also, for h — 0.7 mm to h = 1.6 mm, the shapes of the PDFs are similar 
and the values of Y^ for which maximum of P iY r ) occur, says Ymax^  are about the 
same. I t is interesting that for h away from Xth {h > 3mm), the shapes of the 
PDFs are just like the mirror image of the PDFs in < 3mm. The values of Ymax 
become the smallest for h = 3 mm and then increases for h > 3 mm. 
The location dependence of the skewness of the PDFs of Yr for fixed r = 256A力 
are shown in Fig.( 3.25). We can see that S increases from the bot tom plate to 
h = 20 mm and becomes constant when the height further increases. The values of 
S is change from negative to postive from h < 1.6 mm to h > 3 mm, i.e. for < 3 
mm, the PDFs have negative skewness while for /i > 3 mm have postive skewness. 
Also, the skewness are about the same inside and near the thermal boundary layer. 
The location dependence of the flatness of the PDFs of Y^ - for r = 256 are shown 
in Fig.( 3.26). We can see that K decreases as h increases and increase beyond 
h = 1.6 mm and then become constant for h> 20 mm. 
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Figure 3.24: 丁 dependence of the PDF of Y^ for Ra = 8.5 x 10^ for the probe 
measured at height h from the bottom plate to the middle of the cell at fixed 
T = 256 where (a) h < 0.7 mm and (b) h > 0.7 mm. The thermal boundary 
thickness is 0.63 mm 
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Figure 3.25: Location dependence of the skewness of the P D F of Y^ for fixed 
T — 256. The dashed line show aS = 0 for the case of the standard Gaussian. 
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Figure 3.26: Location dependence of the flatness of the PDF of for fixed r = 256. 
The dashed line show K = 3 for the case of the standard Gaussian. 
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After having a rough idea on the /i-dependence of the PDFs, we go to the PDFs 
at different values of h in more detail by p lot t ing each P D F for different values of r . 
The PDFs for different r for h = 0 mm , h 二 0.7 mm, h = 1.6 mm, /i 二 3 m m and 
h = 100 mm are shown in Figs.( 3.27) to (3.31). The solid line represent the PDF 
calculated from the experimental data directly while the dashed line represent a 
Gaussian distr ibution. As can be seen that, the P D F for fixed h is r dependent. 
Fig.( 3.32) shows the r dependence of the skewness for the probe measure from 
the bot tom to the center of the cell. For the probe inside and near the thermal 
boundary layer {h < 1 mm), the PDFs have negative skewness for all r , i.e. the 
tails extending out towards more negative Yr. For 1.6 > /i < 6 mm, the skewness 
change from positive to negative as 丁 increase. Then the skewness becomes positive 
for all T for h> 10 mm, i.e. the tails extending out towards more positive 
Fig.( 3.33) shown the r dependence of the flatness for h = 0.0 m m to h = 100 mm. 
We can see that the for h = 1.6 mm, K changes from < 3 to > 3 as r increases. 
For 3 > /i < 10, < 3 for all r. However, for > 20 mm, K change from > 3 to 
< 3 as r increases, the trend is just the opposite of the case of /z = 1.6 mm. 
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Figure 3.27: r dependence of the PDF of at = 0.0mm for (i) r = 64, (ii) 
T = 256, (i i i) T = 512 and (iv) r = 1024. The dashed line is a Gaussian distr ibut ion 
which are shown for comparison. 
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Figure 3.28: r dependence of the PDF of Y^ for h = 0.7 mm. The symbols used 
are the same as in Fig.( 3.27). 
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Figure 3.29: r dependence of the PDF of Y^ for h — 1.6 mm. The symbols used 
are the same as in Fig.( 3.27). 
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Figure 3.30: 丁 dependence of the PDF of Yr for /z = 3 mm. The symbols used are 
the same as in Fig.( 3.27). 
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Figure 3.31: r dependence of the PDF of Yr for h = 100 m m for (i) r = 64, (ii) 
r = 256, (i i i) r = 512 and (iv) r = 2048. The dashed line is a Gaussian distr ibut ion 
which are shown for comparison. 
3.1.3 Comparison between helium data and Water data 
In the last section, we have examined the PDFs for both Hel ium and Water data. 
We are interested in any difference between them. In order to make the compari-
sion, we choose Ra = 4.0 x 10® for helium data and h — 100 mm for water data. 
The Ra of these two sets of data are the same order and the data are taken at the 
center of the experimental cell. 
The T dependence of the skewness and flatness of the distr ibut ion for these two 
sets of data are shown in Fig.( 3.34) and Fig.( 3.35). We can see that the skewness 
are negative for all 丁 for helium data while they are positive for water data. That 
means the tails of the PDFs are extending out towards more negative Y-r for helium 
data whereas the tails are extending out towards more positive Y^ for water data. 
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Figure 3.32: r dependence of the skewness of the PDF of Y^ for (a) h < 1.0 m m and 
(b) h > 1.0 mm: h 二 1.6 mm (circles), h = 3 mm (squares), h = 4 mm (diamonds), 
h = 6 mm (triangles), h = 10 mm (triangles left), h = 20 m m (triangles down), 
h = 40 mm (triangles right), h = 80 mm (plus) and h = 100 m m (crosses). The 
dashed line show 5 — 0 for the case of the standard Gaussian. 
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Also, for helium data, K change from < 3 to > 3 as r increases. However, for 
water data, K change from > 3 to < 3 as r increases, the trend is just the opposite 
of the case for helium data. In summary, the main difference of the PDF for the 
chose helium and water data are having opposite skewness and opposite trend of 
flatness. 
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Figure 3.34: r dependence of the skewness of the P D F of Yr for Ra = 4.0 x 10^ 
(circles) and h = 100 mm (squares). The dashed line show = 0 for the case of 
the a Gaussian distr ibution. 
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Figure 3.35: r dependence of the flatness of the PDF of Yr for Ra 二 4.0 x 10^ 
(circles) and h 二 100 mm (squares). The dashed line show K = Z ioi the case of a 
Gaussian distribution. 
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3.2 r-dependence of the moments of Xr 
3.2.1 Helium Convection 
Now we study the r-dependence of the moments of Xr- Since i t needs long t ime 
series for calculating high order moments, we only analyse ( X r ^ ) for P < 1.2. The 
reasons for this choice wi l l be discussed in Appendix C. 
We show \n < Xr > versus I n r in Figs.( 3.36) to (3.43) for all Ra studied. From the 
graphs, we can see a flat region when r is large enough. This can be understood 
as follows. Take r = Ttotai, where Ttotai is the tota l measurement t ime, 
1 rrtotai ( B t V y 
( x / > ^ L 
Ttotai Jo \ Ot ) 
fdrV 
which is independent of r . 
For small r (i.e. r 0), one may take the integrand out of the intergal, 
f d T \ 2 p Y rt+T iP � X 力 - y � � [ / ^ � 
= ( - X d - T r n 
=叫 i ) � 
which is also independent of r . 
We see that there is a linear region for r between r^ and r。. Hence the moments 
of Xr have scaling behavior w i th r , i.e. 
( X / ) 〜 ( 3 . 3 ) 
where jip is the scaling exponent. The scaling range is the almost the same for 
different vaules of p for the same Ra. However, i t is different for different Ra. The 
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Figure 3.36: The r dependence of the moment {Xr^) for Ra 二 6.9 x 10® and the 
slope for the scaling range from r — (16 — 128)At is 0.04101. 
scaling range for the eight Ra are tabulated in table 3.2. We f ^ n d / i i « 0 for all 
Ra studied. This can be understood as follows: S^/y 
r 9 1 丨乙 
1 「total K ft+丁 f d T \ , , 。 乂 { 
( X r ) = — — / dt - i ^ j A 
Ttotal JO r Jt?K \ O V J , 
L J 
1 (K\ 「「total ft' fdry r , , r ' , f^rV 
二 ——-/ dt' dt — + / dt' dt[ — \ 
Ttotal \ r j J r Jt'-r \ d t ' J Jo Jo \ d t ' J 
rnotal-r . PTtotal ( d T \ ^ 
+ / dt' / d t [ ^ \ 
Jrtotal Jt'-T \dt' J 
K 「total f dTY 
- — — / dt'— 
Ttotal J T J 
, ( d T \ \ ^ 
- j ) f o r T 《 T t o t a l 
which is independent of r , i.e. /^i = 0. 
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Figure 3.37: The r dependence of the moment (Xr^) for Ra=2.1 x 10^ and the 
slope for the scaling range from r = (8 — 128)At is 0.0775. 
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Figure 3.38: The r dependence of the moment for Ra = 6.0 x 10® and the 
slope for the scaling range from r = (16 - 512)At is 0.111. 
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Figure 3.39: The r dependence of the moment (Xr^) for Ra=4.0 x 10^ and the 
slope for the scaling range from r = (16 — 512)A力 is 0.1001. 
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Figure 3.40: The r dependence of the moment〈x?"〉for Ra = 7.3 x and the 
slope for the scaling range from r = (8 - 1024)A力 is 0.0735. 
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Figure 3.41: The r dependence of the moment (Xr^) for Ra=6.0 x IQH and the 
slope for the scaling range from r = (8 - 1024)A力 is 0.04862. 
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Figure 3.42: The T dependence of the moment for Ra = 6.7 x and the 
slope for the scaling range from r = (16 - 512)At is 0.02465. 
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Figure 3.43: The r dependence of the moment {xl '^) for Ra=4.1 x and the 
slope for the scaling range from r = {16 — 2048)A力 is -0.0557. 
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Ra Scaling range in the plot of In < 〉versus In r 
6.9 X 106 16 < r < 128 
2.1 X 107 8 < r < 128 
6.0 X 108 16 < r < 512 
4.0 X 109 16 < r < 512 
7.3 X IQio 8 < r < 1024 
6.0 X IQi i 8 < r < 1024 
6.7 X 1012 16 < r < 512 
4.1 X 1013 16 < r < 2048 
Table 3.2: Scaling range in the plot of In < x? > versus I n r 
As mentioned in the last section, we find that for fixed T, the moments of XT 
can be approximated by e(队时々2/2)虹 small p {pmax < 1-2). Here, we would like 
to see for fixed p and varying r , how q^MtP械p”》deviates from {Xr^)-
We plot the parabola yp{r) = M^-p + <7乂/2 to the graphs of In(xr^) versus I n r 
for T wi th in the scaling range in Fig.( 3.44) and (3.45). The solid lines are the 
f i t t ing of the data points wi th slope /Xp while the dashed lines are the parabola 
2/(r) = MrP + (C)v2p2)z2. We can see that the parabola are deviated a lot from the 
data points for p > 0.4. Only for very small p, say p = 0.1, the two curves coincide. 
As can be seen that for large p{p > 0.8), the parabola are deviated the most from 
the data points for small r and the deviation decreases as r increases. This can be 
understood by Fig.( 3.14) and (3.18). We can see that for small r , Pmax < 0.8 and 
it increases as 丁 increases. So, we observe that for large p, the parabola deviated 
the most from the data points for small r . Since Pmax depends on r , to get good 
approximation, p must be less than Pmax{^)-
t 
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Figure 3.44: The r dependence of the moment (Xr) for Ra 二 6.9 x 10® for (a) 
p=0.1, (b) p=0.4, (c) p=0.8 and (d) p=1.2. The dashed lines are the parabola 
y{r) = (cr丁 V ) / 2 + MrP. 
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Figure 3.45: The T dependence of the moment (x?) for Ra = 7.3 x for (a) 
p二0.1, (b) p=0.4, (c) p=0.8 and (d) p=1.2. The dashed lines are the parabola 
y{r) = {(JrV)/2 + M丁 p. 
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Figure 3.46: The r dependence of the moment (Xr^) for h = 100 mm. 
3.2.2 Water Convection 
Fig.( 3.46) show the In-ln plot of Q.l-th moment of Xr versus r foY h = 100 m m 
which is in the middle of the experimental cell. We can see that no discernible 
power-law region is observed between Td and t。. Figs( 3.47) to Fig.( 3.50) show the 
r-dependence of ( x / ) for h = 0,1.6,40 and 80 m m for p = 0.1，0.4, 0.8 and 1.2. 
Again, we can see that no discernible scaling is observed between Td and 
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Figure 3.47: The r dependence of the moment (x?) for = 0 m m for p = 
0.1,0.4,0.8 and 1.2. 
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Figure 3.48: The r dependence of the moment〈x ”〉 f o r h 二 1.6 m m for p 二 
0.1，0.4’ 0.8 and 1.2. 
、 
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Figure 3.49: The r dependence of the moment〈x? i〉 for h = AQ m m for p = 
0.1,0.4,0.8 and 1.2. 
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Figure 3.50: The r dependence of the moment〈x ”〉 fo r h = 80 mm for p = 
0 . 1 , 0 . 4 , 0 . 8 and 1.2. 
Chapter 4 
Hierarchical Moment Relation 
In this chapter, we shall investigate whether the moments of Xr satisfy the following 
hierarchical relation: 
〈 沪 〉 — ⑷ J [Xt J 网 
/ / p+q \ \ 
where Xr = linip^oo (芯。〉J and Ap^g are constant which is independent of r . 
Eq. (4.1) is a generalization of the form proposed by She and Leveque Eq.(1.6) to 
W i t h small q in Eq.(4.1), one can check the moment hierarchy wi thout the need of 
very high orders moment[5]. As a result, i t is very useful when long datasets are 
not available. 
4.1 Method of Analysis 
We use different methods to check the validity of Eq.(4.1). In this section, we shall 
discuss them. 
We have used two methods to check Eq.(4.1) directly. First we define: 
— < X ， > {x丁,P今对、 ( 4 . 2 ) 
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‘ ' ( W = W 線 （4.3) 
Eq.(4.1) implies that 
知 、 ) = [ 、 T 、 ) ] " (4.4) 
Taking log of both sides: 
^ogyr,r''(p) 二 /Vlog:rT，？"0^) + (1 - / V ) log ^ (4.5) 
\ X r ' / 
Since the ratio x 々：二 does not depend on p, by p lot t ing log y r y ^ i p ) versus log Xr,T'^{p) 
V ' ‘ ‘ 
for fixed q and different pairs of T,丁' and varying p, a straight line wi l l be obtained 
i f Eq.(4.1) is satisfied. Besides, w i th ( x ? ) 〜 t 〜 a s discussed in chapter 3，the 
hierarchy Eq.(4.1) implies that iip can be wr i t ten as (see appendix D): 
fip = c ( l — 巧 ) - A p ； 0 < P ^ < 1 (4.6) 
where c and A represent the co-dimension and the exponent of the most singular 
structure respectively and is a measure of the degree of intermittency of Xr-
The slope of the line is and the intercept is equal to 
( 1 - 奶 l 。 g ( | l ^ ) - ( l - / ^ / ) l o g _ l i m g ) _ (4.7) 
= - A q { l - / V ) log ( g ) (4.8) 
Also, we can check Eq.(4.1) by fixing q, different pairs of p and p' and varying r . 
i.e. define: 
y ” ' q ( 丁 ) = < ; ， 〉 < 》 、 (4.9) 
< yP+9 > < yP' > 
调 = ( 4 . 1 0 ) 
and Eq.(4.1) gives: 
(4.11) 
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Taking log of both sides: 
l o g y p y ^ r ) 二 / ^ / [ l o g x . y H r ) ] + log ^ (4.12) 
In log - log plot of yp,p’q(j) versus a straight line w i t h slope w i l l be 
obtained i f Eq.(4.1) is satisfied. 
Next, we shall estimate the three parameters: c, /3乂 and A in the manner described 
in the following: 
• To estimate the value of 
When p lo t t ing log ⑷ i versus l o g 〈力〉 w i t h fixed q, the slope obtained is 
h(p，q). Using Eq.(3.3) and (4.6), we have 
h M 二 h 一 (4.13) 
Mg — 12/^ 1-2 
which is a funct ion of only. 
• To estimate the value of c 
When plot t ing log〈 versus l og r , the slope is 
9xip) = 告 " 1 . 2 = c [ l - P I - 告 ( 1 — .2)] (4.15) 
W i t h the values of /？^  known, c can thus be obtained. 
• To estimate the values of A 
Since f i i = 0, by using the values of and c obtained above, A can be calculated 
as A = c ( l — P^). Also, i t can be fitted from the slopes, fx {p) of plots of log(x?) 
versus log(Xr^)-
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n , ) h ( 1 - 用 ( 4 16) 
Since the moments of Xr have scaling behavior w i th r , i.e. ( x r ^ ) 〜 , the 
hierarchy Eq. (4.1) is true i f and only i f the expression of fip in Eq.(4.6) is true. 
Thus, we can check the validity of (4.1) by examining the val idi ty of (4.6). To 
do this, we compare jip obtained from the log - log plots of〈X?〉against r , w i th 
c(\ — — where c, and A are the parameters estimated as described above. 
I f there is good agreement then Eq. (4.1) is satisfied. 
Finally, the values of the and A obtained are compared w i th those obtained by 
direct verification of (4.1) to ensure consistency. 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 Helium Convection 
Fig.( 4.1) to Fig.( 4.4) are the graphs of log^o versus log^g for all 
Ra studied wi th q = 0.1, p running from 0 to 1.0 and different pairs of T, T' which 
are wi th in the scaling range are chosen. This is the direct check of the validity of 
Eq.(4.1). Straight lines are observed wi th slope jS^ and this indicated that Eq.(4.1) 
is valid. The lines are parallel to each others (i.e. same slopes) for different pairs 
of T, r' chose. 
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(a) q=0.1;p=0.1-1.0 
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Figure 4.1: log^o — log^g plot of yr,r'^(p) versus Xr,r'^(p) for (a)i?a = 6.9 x 10^ and 
(h)Ra = 2.1 X 107 w i th q二0.1 for (a)r = 16 and T' 二 32(circles), r = 16 and 
T' = 64(squares), r = 16 and T' = 128(diamonds), r = 32 and T' = 64(tiangles), 
7" = 32 and T' 二 128 (left triangles) and t = 64 and r ' = 128 (inverted triangles) 
and (b)r = 16 and r ' = 32(circles), R = 8 and T' = 32(tiangles), T = 16 and 
T' = 64(stars) and T = 8 and T' = 64(crosses). The solid lines are linear fits of the 
data. 
i 
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Figure 4.2: log^o — logio plot of Vr.r'^i^p) versus for {c)Ra = 6.0 x 10^ and 
{d)Ra = 4 .0 X 109 w i t h q = a i f or ( c ) r = 25 a n d r' = 32 ( c i r c l es ) , r = 30 a n d 
T' = 40(squares), T = 21.5 and T' = 43(diamonds), T = 50 and T' = 128(plus), 
r = 64 and T' = 128 (stars) and T = 128 and t ' = 200 (triangles) and (d) r 16 
and T' 二 50(circles), T 二 25 and = 32(plus), T = 16 and T' = 256(triangles), 
7" = 16 and T' = 512(stars), r = 64 and T' 二 256(inverted triangles) and r = 64 
and T' = 512(squares). The solid lines are linear fits of the data. 
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(f) q=0.1; p=0.1-1 .0 
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Figure 4.3: log^o - log^o plot of versus rrv，？乂P) for {e)Ra = 7.3 x IQi。and 
( f ) Ra = 6.0 X IQii wi th q = 0 . 1 for ( e ) r = 8 and t' = 50(c irc les ) , r = 10 and 
丁丨=50(plus), T = 8 and ? = 512(triangles), t = 8 and ? = 1024(stars), r = 64 
and T' = 512(inverted triangles) and t = 64 and T' = 1024(squares) and (f) t" = 16 
and T' = 50(circles), t 二 20 and r' = 50(puis), r = 16 and T' = 512(triangles), 
r = 16 and t' = 1024(stars), r = 70 and t' = 512(inverted triangles) and r = 70 
and T' 二 1024(sqiiares). The solid lines are linear fits of the data. 
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Figure 4.4: log^o — logio plot of Vry'^ip) versus Xry'^ip) for {g)Ra = 6.7 x and 
{h)Ra = 4.1 X 1013 wi th q二0.1 f or ( g ) r = 16 and r' = 50 ( c i r c l es ) , r = 32 a n d 
r' = 50(pliis), T = 16 and r ' = 256(triangles), R = 16 and T' = 512(stars), T = 64 
and T' = 256(inverted triangles) and t" 二 64 and T' = 512(squares) and (h) r = 16 
and 丁丨=40(circles), T = 32 and T' 二 40(plus), r = 16 and T' = 1024(triangles), 
7" = 16 and T' = 2048(stars), r = 50 and T' = 1024(inverted triangles) and r = 50 
and T' = 2048(squares). The solid lines are linear fits of the data. 
I 
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Ra I I A 一 
6.9 x l 0 6 0.44±0.02 1.04士0.08 
2.1 x l 0 7 0.41d=0.04 1.1±0.1 
6.0 X 1 0 8 0。 4 3 ± 0 . 0 9 1.1士 0.3 
4.0 x l 0 9 0.28±0.02 0.72±0.06 
7.3 x l Q i o 0.326±0.003 0.69±0.02 
6.0 x l Q i i 0.330±0.006 0.62±0.02 
6.7 x l 0 i 2 0.478±0.002 0.81±0.02 
4.1 x l 0 i 3 0 . 6 0 士 0.06 1.1±0.3 
Table 4.1: The values of and A obtained by the plots of log^o y^y (p) versus 
logio 4,r'iP) 
As discussed in last section, the intercept of the straight lines of Figs.( 4.1) to 
(4.4) are equal to —Aq{l — logio(T/7"'). Thus A can be estimated. The values 
of and A estimated for different Ra are shown in table 4.1. The errors are 
estimated from the standard deviation of the slopes obtained by fitting ind iv idual 
pairs of r and r'. From Figs.( 4.5) to (4.8) are the graphs of logi。yp，p/"(r) versus 
logio 工 w i t h g 二 0.1 and different pairs of p and p' by varying r for Ra range 
from 10® to 10i3. This is another way to check the val id i ty of Eq.(4.1). Within 
the scaling range which has been studied in chapter 3，straight lines are observed 
for different pairs of p and p' and this indicate that Eq.(4.1) is valid. The slope 
of the straight lines is The values of estimated for different Ra using this 
method are consistent with those obtained previously although the error in this 
case is larger (see Table 4.2). 
I 
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Figure 4.5: logiQ-logi。plot of ypy^( r ) versus ccp,p'卞)for (a) Ra = 6.9 x 10® and 
{h)Ra = 2.1 X 10^ with q=0.1. The solid lines are the linear fits of the data for the 
range from (a) T = 16 — 128 and (b)r = 8 — 128. The t ime scales r are measured 
in units of At. In (a)p = 0.1 and p' = 0.2(circles), p = 0.2 and p' = 0.4(squares), 
p = 0.3 and p' = 0.6(diamonds), p = 0.5 and p' = 0.6(plus) and p = 0.7 and 
p' = 0.2(stars). The symbols in graph (b) used are the same as in garph (a). 
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Figure 4.6: logi。-logio plot of Ppy^ir) versus Xpy^(r ) for (a) Ra = 6.0 x 10® and 
{h)Ra 二 4.0 X 109 w i th q=0.1. The solid lines are the linear fits of the data for the 
range from (a) r = 16- 512 and (b) r = 16- 512. The t ime scales r are measured 
in units of At. In (a) p = 0.1 and p' = l.O(circles), p = 0.2 and p' = 0.9(squares), 
P = 0.3 and p' = 0.6(diamonds), p = 0.8 and p' 二 0.3(plus) and p = 0.7 and 
p' = 0.2(stars). The symbols used in (b) is the same as in Fig.( 4.5). 
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(b) q=0.1; 1=16-1024 
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Figure 4.7: logio-logi。plot of ？/^^^(r) versus for (a) Ra = 7.3 x and 
(b)i?a = 6.0 X IQii wi th q=0.1. The solid lines are the linear fits of the data for 
the range from (a) r 8 - 1024 and (b)r = 16 — 1024. The symbols used for (a) 
are just the same as in Fig.( 4.5) while for graph (b) i t is the same as in Fig.( 4.6) 
⑷ . 
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Figure 4.8: logi。-logi。plot of Ppy'^ir) versus for (a)i?a = 6.7 x ^nd 
{h)Ra = 4.1 X 1013 wi th q=0.1. The solid lines are the linear fits of the data for 
the range from (a) r 二 16 — 512 and (b)r = 16 - 2048. The symbols defined in 
both (a) and (b) are the same as in Fig.( 4.6)(a). 
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Ra f^x 
6.9 x l06 0.46士0.04 
2.1 x l 07 0.43±0.08 
6.0 X 108 0.39±0.04 
4.0 x l09 0.28±0.06 
7.3 xIQIQ 0.35士0.08— 
6.0 x l Q i i 0.32±0.01 
6.7 x l Q i f 0.47士o.or 
4.1 x l 0 i 3 0.60±0.06 
Table 4.2: The values of estimated by plots of logio versus log^o 
As mentioned in the last section, w i t h 〈 ％ / 〉 〜 t h e hierarchy Eq.(4.1) 
implies the form (4.6) for fip. Thus 〜compare w i th Eq.(4.6), we know the val idi ty 
of Eq.(4.1). To do that , we first obtain the values of c, and A . As discussed in 
the last section, we shall extract By by p lot t ing In ⑷ p versus In . We fix 
q = 0.5 and vary p f rom 0.1 to 1.1. The graphs for p 二 1.0 are shown in Figs.( 4.9) 
to (4.10). We can see that w i th in a certain region, straight lines w i th slopes h{p, q) 
are observed. The scaling ranges are different for different Ra. From the slopes of 
the plots, 13^  can be estimated by Eq.(4.14). 
As can be seen in Figs.( 4.11) to ( 4.18), h{p, q) are well f i t ted by Eq.(4.14). 
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Figure 4.9: The graphs of the plots In <乂”〒o versus In for (i) Ra = 
6.9 X 106; (ii) Ra = 2.1 x 10^; (i i i) i?a 二 6.0 x 10® and (iv) Ra = 4.0 x 10^ The 
arrows are indicated the data evaluated at the two t ime scales: r^ and TC. 
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Figure 4.10: The graphs of the plots In <、'”〒,)versus In ) f o r (v) Ra = 
7.3 X IQio; (vi) Ra = 6.0 x l O " ; (vii) Ra = 6.7 x and (vi i i) Ra = 4.1 x 
The arrows are indicated the data evaluated at the two time scales: r^ and 丁c. 
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Figure 4.11: A graph of the slopes h(p, q) as a function of p for Ra = 6.9 x 10^. 
The solid line is a fit using Eq. (4.14). The fitted value of is 0.46 
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Figure 4.12: A graph of the slopes h(p, q) as a function of p for Ra 二 2.1 x 10^. 
The solid line is a fit using Eq. (4.14). The f i t ted value of 曰乂 is 0.39 
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Figure 4.13: A graph of the slopes h(p, q) as a function of p for Ra = 6.0 x 10^ The 
solid line is a fit using Eq. (4.14). The f i t ted value of 氏 is 0.43 
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Figure 4.14: A graph of the slopes h{p, q) as a function of p for Ra 二 4.0 x 10^. 
The solid line is a fit using Eq. (4.14). The fitted value of /3乂 is 0.28 
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Figure 4.15: A graph of the slopes /z(p, q) as a function of p for Ra = 7.3 x IQi。 
The solid line is a fit using Eq. (4.14). The f i t ted value of is 0.33 
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Figure 4.16: A graph of the slopes h{p, q) as a function of p for Ra = 6.0 x IQH. 
The solid line is a fit using Eq. (4.14). The f i t ted value of /？^  is 0.34 
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Figure 4.17: A graph of the slopes h{p, q) as a function of p for Ra = 6.7 x 
The solid line is a fit using Eq. (4.14). The fitted value of jS^ is 0.48 
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Figure 4.18: A graph of the slopes h{p, q) as a function of p for Ra 二 4.1 x 
The solid line is a fit using Eq. (4.14). The f i t ted value of (3乂 is 0.61 
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Figure 4.19: The graphs of the plots In〈於已言召 versus I n r for (i) Ra = 6.9 x 10^; 
(ii) Ra = 2.1 x 10^; (in)Ra = 6.0 x 10^ and (iv) Ra = 4.0 x 10^ The arrows are 
indicated the data evaluated at the two t ime scales: Td and Tc. 
To find c, we plot In〈 versus I n r w i th slope g办、for p running from 
0.1 to 1.1. The graphs for p = 0.6 for all Ra studied are shown in Figs.( 4.19) to 
(4.20). W i t h Px extracted above, c can be estimated using (4.15). We can see that 
in Figs.( 4.21) to (4.22), g^{p) are well f i t ted by (4.15). 
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Figure 4.20: The graphs of the plots In〈於已^ versus I n r for (v) Ra = 7.3 x 10^°; 
(vi) Ra = 6.0 X ICF; (vii) Ra = 6.7 x ^nd (vi i i) Ra = 4.1 x ICP. The arrows 
are indicated the data evaluated at the two t ime scales: Td and Tc. 
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Figure 4.21: A graph of g[p) as a function of p for (i) Ra = 6.9 x 10®, (ii) Ra 二 
2.1 X 107，（iii) for Ra = 6.0 X 10^ and (iv) Ra = 4.0 x 10^ The solid line is a fit 
using Eq.(4.15). 
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Figure 4.22: A graph of g(p) as a function of p for (i) Ra = 7.3 x 10^°, (ii) 
Ra = 6.0 X 10" , (i i i) Ra = 6.7 x 10^- and (iv) for Ra 二 4.1 x 10^1 The solid line 
is a fit using Eq.(4.15). 
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Figure 4.23: The graphs of the plots versus ln〈x”〉 for (i) Ra = 6.9 x 10^ 
(ii) Ra = 2.1 x 10^; {m)Ra = 6.0 x 10^ and (iv) Ra = 4.0 x 10^ The arrows are 
indicated the data evaluated at the two t ime scales: Td and 丁c. 
Next, we are going to find A . The In — In plot of (Xr^) versus (xr^'^) for p二0.6 
w i th slope fx{p) are shown in Figs.( 4.23) to (4.24). The slopes for other value of p 
running from 0.1 to 1.1 are also obtained. By using the values of /3乂 and c obtained 
above, A can be estimated from the slopes f » by Eq.(4.16). As can be seen in 
Figs.( 4.25) to (4.26), f^ {p) are well f i t ted by Eq.(4.16). 
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Figure 4.24: The graphs of the plots versus for (v) Ra = 7.3 x ICP; 
(vi) Ra = 6.0 X IQH; (vii) Ra = 6.7 x ^nd (vi i i) Ra = 4.1 x The arrows 
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Figure 4.25: A graph of f x { p ) as a funct ion of p for (i) Ra = 6.9 x 10^, (i i) 
Ra 二 2.1 X 107，(iii) for Ra = 6.0 x 10^ and (iv) Ra = 4.0 x 10^ The solid line is 
a fit using Eq.(4.16). 
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Figure 4.26: A graph of f^{p) as a funct ion of p for (i) Ra = 7.3 x (ii) 
Ra = 6.0 X IQii，(ii i) Ra = 6.7 x lO^^ ^nd (iv) for Ra = 4.1 x lO^^. The solid line 
is a fit using Eq.(4.16). 
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The values for c and A extracted are shown in Table(4.3). The values of 
/3x are consistent w i t h those obtained previously. Moreover, as mentioned before, 
we found that fii — 0 thus we have A = c ( l - P^). As can be seen in Table(4.3), 
the values of A which calculated by c and are consistent w i t h the values fitted 
by Eq.(4.16). In Figs.( 4.27) to (4.28), we show 凡 and A as a funct ion of Ra. We 
can see that for Ra > 10^, decreases as Ra increases and then increases beyond 
Ra — IQio. Also, the trends for A is more or less the same as but i t increase 
beyond Ra = IQH instead of Ra = 
Finally, we fit fip by Eq.(4.6) w i th the values of c and A obtained above. As 
can be seen in Figs.( 4.29) to (4.36)，fip are well f i t ted by Eq.(4.6) and thus Eq.(4.1) 
is satisfied. 
— R a I I c I A I c ( l _ / y 
6.9 X 106 0.46 1.99 1.075 1.075 
2.1 X 1 0 7 1 . 5 8 0.962 0.964 
6.Ox 108 0.43 1.91 1.087 1.089 
4.0 X 1 0 9 ~ ~ ^ ^ 0 . 7 0 5 0.698 
7.3 X 101° 0.33 1.03 0.69 0.69 
6.0 X IQi i 0.34 0.951 0.628 0.628 
6.7 X 1012 0 . 4 8 L ^ 0 . 8 1 5 0.816 
4.1 X 1013 0 . 6 1 ^ 1 . 0 8 1.08 
Table 4.3: The estimated values of c and A . 
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Figure 4.27: The Ra number dependence of which were the f i t ted values of 
Fig.( 4.11) to Fig.( 4.18). 
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Figure 4.28: The Ra number dependence of A which were fitted by Eq.(4.16). 
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；7 \ • 
0(5 ^ -
-0.05 - \ -
- 0.1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.5 1 
P 
Figure 4.29: A graph of jip versus p for Ra = 6.9 x 10®. The solid line is fip = 
c ( l - P / ) - Ap for Px = 0.46, c = 1.99 and A = 1.075. 
oo \ -
— ^ i p = C ( 1 - P / ) _ A p \ 
〇 
-0.1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 J 
0 0.5 1 
P 
Figure 4.30: A graph of fip versus p for Ra = 2.1 x 10"^ . The solid line is fip 二 
c( l - - A p for Px = 0-39, c = 1.58 and A = 0.962. 
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\ • 
-0.1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.5 1 
P 
Figure 4.31: A graph of fjLp versus p for Ra 二 6.0 x 10®. The solid line is fip 二 
c ( l - p / ) - Ap for = 0.43, c = 1.91 and A = 1.087. 
： , 1 ‘ 1 
0 . 1 - -
OO \D -
\ 
- 0 . 0 5 - \ -
一 i^p=C ( 1 - P ; ) - A p \ 
V 
一 0 . 1 L . 1 ‘ 1 
0 0.5 1 
P 
Figure 4.32: A graph of jUp versus p for Ra = 4.0 x 10^. The solid line is fip = 
c ( l — / 3 / ) — Ap for = 0.28, c = 0.97 and A = 0.705. 
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^ 。 . y \ : 
-0.03 - \ -
—|ip=c(1-p; ) -Ap \ -
-0.08 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.5 1 
P 
Figure 4.33: A graph of fip versus p for Ra = 7.3 x The solid line is [ip = 
c ( l — f 3 / ) - Ap for Px = 0.33, c = 1.03 and A = 0.69. 
0.09 r~ 1 . 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 
丄。.。i/ \ -
-0.03 - \ -
—|^p=c(1-p ; ) -Ap \ 
-0.07 ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 ‘ 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
P 
Figure 4.34: A graph of fip versus p for Ra = 6.0 x The solid line is /i^ = 
c ( l — / 3 / ) - Ap for Px = 0.34，c = 0.951 and A = 0.628. 
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0.08 . , 1 
0.03 / \ 
. / \ • 
-0.02 - \ -
. \ 
-0.07 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.5 1 
P 
Figure 4.35: A graph of fip versus p for Ra = 6.7 x 1012. The solid line is jjLp = 
c ( l — p / ) - Ap for Px = 0-48, c = 1.57 and A 二 0.815. 
0.08 ^ ‘ , ‘ 1 
I x ^ X I . / \ : 
-0.02 - \ -
. \ 
-0.07 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 0.5 1 
P 
Figure 4.36: A graph of /i^ versus p for Ra = 4.1 x The solid line is fip — 
c ( l — P / ) - Ap for f3x = 0.61, c = 2.77 and A 二 1.08. 
i 
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4.2.2 Water Convection 
The plots of logio " t ’ t ' " (P ) versus log^o by varying p for various pairs of r 
and T' and fixed q are shown in Figs.( 4.37) to (4.47) for 二 0 m m to 20 m m for 
p running f rom 0 to 1.0 w i t h various pairs of r and T' . Parallel straight lines are 
observed w i t h slope and thus verify that Eq. (4.1) is satisfied. 
1 1 ‘ 1 ‘ i 
OT, T '=64, 512 (slope=0.8897; int=0.00534) CT 
• T, t '=64, 1024 (slope=0.8965; int=0.00666) ^ ^ 
O x , x'=128, 512 (slope=0.8962; int=0.00370) 
A-c, T '=128, 1024 (slope=0.9035; int=0.00503) 
-0.02 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
-0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.03 
iog[x\,(p)] 
Figure 4.37: log^o — log^o plots of Vry^'^ip) versus for h — 0.0 m m for 
7" = 64 and r' = 512 (circles); R = 64 and T' 二 1024 (squares); r = 128 and 
r' = 512 (diamonds); r 二 128 and r' = 1024 (triangles up). 
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0 .05 I I I . I ——‘“^-I ‘ 1 — 
OT , t '=64, 1024 (slope=0.8469; int=0.00834) ^ 
• T, t '=64, 2048 (slope=0.8556; int=0.00946) ^ ^ 
OT , t'=128, 1024 (slope=0.8511; int=0.00657) ^ ^ 
A T , ^'=^28, 512 (slope=0.842; int=0.00463) 
- 0 . 0 3 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
- 0 . 0 4 - 0 . 0 2 0 0 .02 0 .04 
i o g [ x \ , ( p ) ] 
Figure 4.38: logio — logio Plots of versus for h = 0.5 m m for 
r = 64 and T ' = 1024 (circles); r = 64 and T' 二 2048 (squares); r = 128 and 
r' = 1024 (diamonds); r — 128 and T' = 512 (triangles up). 
Ox, -c'=64, 512 (slopelo.8242; int=0.00679) ^ ^ 
0.035 D t , x'=64, 1024 (slope=0.8325; int=0.00887) _ 
Ox, t;'=128, 512 (slope: 0.8256; int=0.00498 ) 
A t , t'=128, 1024 (slope=0.8356 ； int=0.00705 ) 
i 。 . 。 i 5 -
I 
-。。。5 -
- 0 . 0 2 5 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ 
- 0 . 0 4 - 0 . 0 2 0 0.02 0.04 
i og [ x \ , ( p ) ] 
Figure 4.39: log^o l^Sio plots of versus Xr^^'^ijp) for h = 0.6 m m for 
T = 64 and T' = 512 (circles); r = 64 and r ' = 1024 (squares)； r = 128 and 
T' = 512 (diamonds)； r = 128 and r , = 1024 (triangles up). 
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0.05 ‘ 1 ‘ i ‘ i ‘ 1 ‘ 
O t , t '=64, 1024 (slope=0.8248 ； int=0.00931 ) ^ ^ 
• T, T'=64, 2048 (slope=0.8338 ； int=0.0107) ^ ^ 
OT, T'=128, 512 (slope=0.8175 ； int=0.00520 ) J ^ ^ 
A t , T'=1 28’ 1024 (slope=0.827 ； int= 0.00746) 
- 0 . 0 3 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
一0.05 - 0 . 0 3 -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.05 
iog[xV(p)] 
Figure 4.40: logio - logio plots of pry^'^ip) versus for h 二 0.7 mm for 
r = 64 and T' = 1024 (circles); T = 64 and T' = 2048 (squares); r = 128 and 
T' 二 512 (diamonds); R — 128 and T' — 1024 (triangles up). 
0.05 I I 1 ‘ 1 ‘ 
OT, t'=32, 512 (slope=0.8017; int=0.00897) ^ ^ 
• T, t'=32, 1024 (slope=0.8049; intO.0117) ^ ^ 
OT, T'=64, 512 (slope=0.7976； int=0.00767) 
A t , t '=64, 1024 (slope=0.8023； int=0.0104) 
<T , t'=256, 1024 (slope=0.8068; int=0.00583) ^ ^ y K ^ ^ 
-0.03 ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
-0.05 - 0 . 0 3 一0.01 0.01 0.03 0.05 
i o g [ x V ( p ) ] 
Figure 4.41: log^g — log^o plot of yr^r'^'^ip) versus : r 丁 , f o r /z = 1 mm for 
T = 32 and T' 二 512 (circles); R = 32 and r' = 1024 (squares); R = 64 and T' 二 512 
(diamonds); r = 64 and T' = 1024 (triangles up); r 二 256 and r' = 1024. 
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I 1 1 1 1 — — ~ I ‘ I ‘ I 
OT, T'=32, 512(slope=0.806; int=0.00922) 
0-045 - D t , t '=32, 1024(slope=0.8075; int=0.0124) 
Ox, T'=512, 1024(slope=0.8124; int=0.00313) 
• AT, T'=64, 1024(slope=0.8054; int=0.011) U ： ^ ^ ^ 
+ T, T'=256, 1024(slope=0.8069; int=0.00645) ^ ^ ^ 
3 ^ ^ : 
1 0.。。5- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -
- 0 . 0 3 5 ‘ 1 ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ^ ‘—— 
- 0 . 0 5 5 - 0 . 0 3 5 - 0 . 0 1 5 0 .005 0 .025 0 .045 
log[心(P)] 
Figure 4.42: l og io - l og io plots of versus for h = 1.6 m m for 
r = 32 and T' = 512 (circles); r = 32 and 丁’ = 1024 (squares); r = 64 and 
T' = 1024 (diamonds)； r = 512 and T' = 1024 (triangles up). 
I I 1 ‘ 
OT, T'=32, 1500 (slope=0.8349; int=0.0146) 
• T, T'=64, 1024 (slope=0.8344; intO.0115) ^ ^ ^ 
0 05 - • t , t ; ’ =256 ’ 1024 (slope=0.8383; int=0.00695) ^ ^ _ 
A x , T'=512, 1500 (slope=0.8395; int=0.00533) c x ' - ' l S ^ 
〇 
- 0 . 0 5 • ‘ ‘ ‘ 
- 0 . 0 7 - 0 . 0 2 0.03 
iog[xV(p)] 
Figure 4.43: log^g — logio plot of yT’T'o i(P) versus for 二 3 m m for r = 32 
and T' = 1500 (circles); r = 64 and r' = 1024 (squares); r = 256 and T ' = 1024 
(diamonds)； r = 512 and T' = 1500 (triangles up). 
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O t , t '=32, 1500 (slope=0.8517 ； int=0.0141) 
• T, X'=128, 1024 (slope=0.8541 ； int=0.0091) / O 
O T, T'=64, 1024 (slope=0.8524 ； int=0.0111) 
AT, T'=256, 1500 (slope=0.8585 ； int=0.00827) ^ ^ _ 
。.。5 ‘ < T, f =512 , 1500 (slope=0.8597 ； int=0.00508) 
〇 
- 0 . 0 5 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
- 0 . 0 7 - 0 . 0 2 0.03 
iog[xV(p)] 
Figure 4.44: log^o — logio plot of versus for /i = 4 m m for r — 32 
and T' = 1500 (circles); T = 64 and T' 二 1024 (squares); r 二 128 and r' 二 1024 
(diamonds); R = 256 and T' 二 1500 (triangles up); r = 512 and r' = 1500 (triangles 
left). 
OT, T'=32, 1500 (siope=0.8768; int=0.0135) ‘ 力 
• T, -c'=64, 1024 (slope=0.8797; int=0.0104) 
0 055 T'=256, 1024 (slope=0.887; int=0.00617) _ 
‘ A-c, t '=256, 1500 (slope-0.8861 ； int=0.00787) ^ ^ y ^ 
OT, T'^51 2,1500 (slope=0.8838; int=0.00492) y S ^ 
〇 
- 0 . 0 4 5 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
- 0 . 0 6 - 0 . 0 1 0.04 
logio[xV(P)] 
Figure 4.45: log^Q - log^Q plot of 2/t，t'o.i(P) versus Xry^'^ip) h = 6 mm. Same 
symbol used as in Fig.( 4.44. 
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〇T, t '=32, 2048 (slope=0.9193; int=0.0109) 
口 T, t '=64, 1024 (slope=0.9221 ； int=0.00662) 
• X, T'=128, 2048 (slope=0.9288; int=0.0105) 
0.055 - A T, t '=256, 2048 (slope=0.9319; int=0.00832) C T ^ ^ 
S 0.005 - ‘ 
_ / X 
〇 
-0.045 ‘ ‘ ‘ ^ ‘ ~ 
-0.06 -0.01 0.04 
iogio[x\,.(p)] 
Figure 4.46: logio — logio plot of y丁,严(p) versus 丁’t'o.Hp) for h 二 10 m m for 
T = 32 and T' 二 2048 (circles); r = 64 and T' = 1024 (squares); 丁 = 128 and 
T' = 2048 (diamonds); r = 256 and r' = 2048 (triangles up). 
I I ‘ 1 
〇T, t '=32, 2048 (slope=0.9619; int=0.0116) ^ X ) 
• T, t '=64, 1024 (slope=0.9677; int=0.00798) 
0.06 O t , t '=256, 2048 (slope=0.9865; int=0.0067) _ 
A T, t '=51 2, 2048 (slope=0.9879; int=0.00462) igT 
〇 
-0.04 ‘ ‘ ‘ 
-0.045 0.005 0.055 
logio[xV(P)] 
Figure 4.47: log^o - log^o plot of yr.r'^ Hp) versus :rT’r'。.i(P) for 二 20 mm for 
7•二 32 and r ' = 2048 (circles); r = 64 and T' 1024 (squares); r = 256 and 
T' = 2048 (diamonds); R = 512 and r' = 2048 (triangles up). 
I 
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The value of /3 estimated for different position h are shown in table (4.4). The 
errors of /3乂 are estimated by the standard deviation of the slopes of the individuals 
pairs of r and T'. Next, we go to another direct checking of the val idi ty of Eq.( 4.1). 
h (mm) f^x 
0 0.33 士 0.02 
^ 0 . 1 9 士 0.01 
^ ^ ^ 0.15 士 0.01— 
^ ^ ^ 0.15 士 0.01 
L 0 0.111 士 0.004 
L6 0.119 ± 0.005 
3 0.169 ± 0.007 
4 0.21 士 0.01 
6 0.29 士 0.01 
^ 1 0 0 . 4 6 士 0.03 
^ 0.82 士 0.08 
Table 4.4: obtained by the plots of log^o Vry^'^ip) versus log^o in water 
convection. 
The plots onogioyp’p'o.i(T) versus log^o by varying r w i th different pairs 
of p and p' for the probe moving from the bot tom plate to the h = 20 mm above 
the bot tom of the cell are shown in Figs.( 4.48) to (4.53). Straight parallel lines are 
observed and thus verify that Eq.( 4.1) is satisfied. The slopes of the straight line 
is P^q. The values of estimated are tabulated in table(4.5) which are consistent 
w i th those obtained previously. 
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(a) q=0 .1 ;T=64-1024 
O p, p'=0.7, 0.4 (slope=0.8942; int=4.06e-04) 
0.035 - • P, p'=0.2,0.4 (slope=0.8932; int=-2.87e-04) ^ ^ ‘ 
• p, p'=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.8927; int=-4.24e-04) 
A p, p'=0.5, 0.6 (slope=0.894; int=-1.36e-04) 
<1 p, p'=0.7, 0.2 (slope=0.8937; int=6.94e-Q4) 
0.015 - -
i z 
-0.025 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘―‘ 
-0.027 -0.007 0.013 0.033 
丨 ogjxqpip,⑴] 
(b) q=0.1； t=64-2048 
0.05 I ‘ I ‘ I -~~——I ‘ 1 ‘ 
Op, p'=0.1,0.2 (slope=0.8622; int=-1.77e-04) 
• p, p'=0.2, 0.4 (slope=0.8488; int=-4.33e-04) 
Op, p'=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.8467; int=-6.5e-04) 
A p, p'=0.5, 0.6 (slope=0.8491 ； int=-2.07e-04) 
<1 p, p'=0.7, 0.2 (slope=0.8491 ； intO.00105) ^ 
0.03 -I -
5。.。i - / -
-0.01 - cgT -
-0.03 • ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
-0.04 -0.02 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 
Figure 4.48: logiQ-logio plot of yp,p>^{r) versus 0Cp,p'q{r、for (a) h = 0.0 m m and 
(h)h 二 0.5 mm wi th q = 0.1. The solid lines are linear fits of the data for the range 
from (a) r = (64 — 1024)A力 and (b)r = 64 — 2048. The t ime scales r are measured 
in units of A t . In (a) p = 0.7 and p' = 0.4(circles), p 二 0.2 and p' = 0.4(squares), 
p — 0.3 and p' — 0.6(diamonds), p = 0.5 and p' = 0.6(triangles up) and p = 0.7 
and p' = 0.2(triangles left) and (b) p = 0.1 and p' = 0.2(circles), p = 0.2 and 
二 0.4(squares), p = 0.3 and p' = 0.6(diamonds), p = 0.5 and p' = 0.6(triangles 
up) and p = 0.7 and p' = 0.2(triangles left). 
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(a) q = 0 . 1 ; T = 6 4 - 1 0 2 4 
‘ I ‘ I ‘ ‘ ‘ ^；^ 
0.045 - Op, p'=0.1, 0.2 (slope=0.8455; int=-2.39e-04) ^ ^ " 
• p, p'=0.2, 0.4 (slope=0.8262; int=-6.52 e—04) 
Op, p，=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.8226; int=-9.96e-04 ) 
Ap , p’=0.5, 0.6 (slope=0.8252; int= -3.17e-04 ) 
<|p. p'=0.7, 0.2 (slope=0.8259; int=0.0016) 
0 .025 - -
S <r 
"Rt 
S 0.005 - -
o 
d) A 
- 0 . 0 1 5 - -
- ^ ^ 
- 0 . 0 3 5 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
- 0 . 0 3 8 - 0 . 0 1 8 0.002 0.022 0.042 
(b) q=0 .1 ;T=64 -2048 
I Op, P'=0.1,0.2(slope=0.8452;int=-1.9e-04) ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0.045 - Dp, p'=0.2,0.4 (slope=0.8248; int=-5.35-e04) ^ ^ -
Op, p’=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.8217; int=-8.25e-04 ) ^ ^ 
Ap, p'=0.5, 0.6 (slope=0.8254; int=-2.63e-04) 
• <]p, p'=0.7, 0.2 (slope=0.8252; int=0.00132 ) ^ ^ 
0.025 - / / -
0.005 - ^ -
d) . 
- 0 . 0 1 5 - ^ s T -
- 0 . 0 3 5 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ^ 
- 0 . 0 4 - 0 . 0 2 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 
Figure 4.49: logio-log!。plot of versus Xpy^(r ) for (c) h = 0.6 mm and 
{d)h 二 0.7 mm wi th g = 0.1. The solid lines are linear fits of the data for the range 
from (a) T = (64 — 1024) A t and (b)r = 6 4 - 2048. The symbols used are the same 
as in Fig.( 4.48) (b). 
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(a) q = 0 . 1 ; T = 3 2 - 1 0 2 4 
I I ' I ' I —^ 1 ‘ ' ‘ I 
0.06 - Op, p'=0.1,0.2 (slope=0.8418; int=-1.1e-04) ^ ^ -
• p, p'=0.2, 0.4 (slope=0.7986; int=-8.02e-04) ^ ^ 
Op, p'=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.786; int=-0.00137) ^ ^ 
Ap, p’=0.5, 0.6 (slope=0.7864; int=-4.43e-04) ^ ^ 
<]p, p'=0.7, 0.2 (slope=0.7935; int=0.0021) 
0.04 - ^ ^ -
g 0.02- ^ ^ -
o D) 
O 0 - -
-0.02 - ^ ^ -
-0.04 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
-0.05 一0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 
iogio[x;,p.(x)] 
(b) q = 0 . 1 ; T = 3 2 - 1 0 2 4 
I . I I ‘ I ‘ I 
0-07 -I Op, p'=0.1,0.2 (slope=0.8782; int=1.21e-04) ^ ^ ^ ' 
口 p, p’=0.2, 0.4 (slope=0.8103; int=-8.75e-04) ^ ^ 
O p, p'=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.7826; int=-0.00175) ^ ^ 
Ap, P’=0.5, 0.6 (slope=0.7743; int=-6.0e-04) 





一 0 . 0 1 - ^ ^ ^ -
丨 z • 
-0.05 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
：； - 0 . 0 5 6 - 0 . 0 1 6 0.024 0.064 
Figure 4.50: logi^-logio plot of yp,p'^{r) versus for {a) h = 1 mm and (b) 
h = 1.6 mm wi th q = 0.1. The solid lines are linear fits of the data for the range 
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(a) q=0.1;T=32-1024 
1 1 1— I ‘ 
Op, p'=0.1, 1.0 (slope=0.8465; int=-0.00305) 
• p, p'=0.2, 0.4 (slope=0.8672; int=-4.01 e-04) ^ ^ ^ 
Op, p’=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.8083; int=-0.00182) ^ ^ ^ 
n r i R Ap, p'=0.5,0.6 (slope=0.7772; int=-7.52e-04) ^ ^ _ 
"I Op, p'=0.7, 0.2 (slope=0.8266; int=0.00242) 
5 
I -0.05 - ^ ^ -
- z 
-0.15 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ^ 
-0.17 -0.07 0.03 
丨 ogjx:’⑴] 
(b) q=0.1; 1=32-1024 
, 1 1 1 ‘ 
Op, p’=0.1, 1.0 (slope=0.8627; int=-0.00269) 
• p, p’=0.2, 0.9 (slope=0.8374; int=-0.00317) ^ ^ 
Op, p’=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.8307; int=-0.00161) ^ ^ 
0 05 - Ap, P'=0.8,0.3 (slope=0.817; int=0.00289) ^ ^ 一 
• <lp, p'=0.7,0.2 (slope=0.8474; int=0.00211) J C 
f -0.05 - _ 
-0.15 ——^ ‘ ^ ‘ • 
-0.17 -0.07 0.03 
iogi。[xqp,p,⑴] 
Figure 4.51: logiQ-logio plot of versus cCp,p'g(T) for (a) h = 3 mm and (b) 
h = 4 mm wi th q = 0.1. The solid lines are linear fits of the data for the range from 
r = (32-1024)At for both graphs. For (a) p = 0.1 and p' = 1.0(circles), p 二 0.2 and 
p' = 0.4(squares), p = 0.3 and p' = 0.6(diamonds), p = 0.5 and p' = 0.6(triangles 
up) and p = 0.7 and p, = 0.2(triangles left) and for (b) p = 0.1 and p' = 1.0(circles), 
p = 0.2 and p' = 0.9(squares), p = 0.3 and p' = 0.6(diamonds), p = 0.8 and 
j p' = 0.3(triangles up) and p = 0.7 and = 0.2(triangles left). 
：•) •j 
i j 
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(a) q = 0 . 1 ; T = 3 2 - 1 0 2 4 
I i ' ‘ , ^ • ^ 
Op, p'=0.1, 1.0 (slope=0.8627; int= -0.00269) ^ ^ ^ 
• p, p'=0.2, 0.9 (slope=0.8374; int=-0.00317) ^ ^ 
Op, p'=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.8673; int=-0.00125) 
nnc ; Ap, p'=0.8,0.3 (slope=0.8461; int=0.002587) ^ ^ . 
U.UO - < p , p'=0.7, 0.2 (slope=0.8818; int=0.00158) ^ ^ 
I—« 
£ 
S -。.。5 - ^ ^ -
- 0 . 1 5 ——. ‘ ^ ‘ • 
- 0 . 1 7 - 0 . 0 7 0.03 
丨 ogio[xqp’p.(T)] 
(b) q=0.1;x=32-2048 
I • I ‘ I . ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ I 
0.088 - Op, P'=0.1,1.0 (slope=0.9310; int=-7.18e-04) ^ ^ _ 
• p, p'=0.2, 0.9 (slope=0.9166; int=-0.00105) 
. D p , p'=0.3, 0.6 (slope=0.9328; int=-2.29e-04) ^ ^ ^ 
Ap, p'=0.8, 0.3 (slope=0.9036; int=0.00109) ^ ^ ^ 
dp, p'=0.7, 0.2 (slope=0.9402; int=1.92e-04) 
0.038 -I -
^ -0.012 - • -、 • 
§ -0.062 - -z 
-0 .112 - ^ -•X 
-0.162 ~ ^ ^ 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
-0.18 -0.13 -0.08 -0.03 0.02 0.07 0.12 
logjxqpip.w] 
Figure 4.52: logio-logi。plot of ypy^( r ) versus Xpy^(r ) for (a) h = 6 mm and (b) 
— 10 mm wi th q = 0.1. The solid lines are linear fits of the data for the range 
from (a) r = (32 - 1024)At and (b) r = 32 - 2048. The symbols defined are the 
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Chapter 117. Hierarchical Moineni Relntioii ^ 
h (mm) 
0 0.33 ± 0.02 
0.5 0.20 士 0.01 
^ ^ ^ 0.15 士 0.02 
0 7 ^ 0.15 士 0.02 
L O 0 . 1 1 士 0.03 
L6 0.12 ± 0.05 
3 0.16 士 0.08 
4 0.17 士 0.04 
6 0.22 士 0.04 
1 0 0 . 4 8 士 0.05 
^ ^ 0 . 7 ± 0 . 1 
Table 4.5: obtained by the plots of logio versus logio in water 
convection. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 
In this thesis, we have studied the statistics of the locally averaged temperature 
dissipation rate, estimated by x^, in turbulent Rayleigh-Benard convection of he-
l ium and water. In particular, we have studied the Ra and location dependence 
of PDF of the normalized In Xr and the scaling behavior of the moments of Xr-
Also, we have verified that the moments of Xr satisfy the generalized She-Leveque 
type moment hierarchical relation. As mentioned in chapter 1，it had been found 
that the passive scalar field also satisfy moment hirerarchical relations of the form 
(1.6). I t is thus interesting to check that whether the statistics of Xr in turbulent 
convection and in passive scalar flow are different. First, we shall study the scaling 
I behavior of (Xr^) and whether i t is satisfy the moment hierarchical relation of the 
form (4.1) for passive sclar. Then, we shall discuss the difference between these 
two types of turbulent flow. 
On the other hand, recently Ching[5] found that there is a change in the scaling 
behavior of the temperature structure functions in turbulent convection for length 
scale below and above the Bolgiano scale. In this chapter, we shall discuss whether 
Xr has a change in behavior too. 
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Figure 5.1: I n - I n plot of (T^) versus r for passive scalar. The two times scales Td 
and Tc are found to be 3 and 665A力. 
5.1 Passive Scalar 
The experiment was done in a wind tunnel w i t h air speed 5ms~^[12]. The air was 
flow past a sl ightly heated cylinder of diameter 19 mm. The kinematic viscosity 
V of air at 298K is 1.56 x 10"^ m^s ' ^ . So, the Re is found to be 6.1 x 10^ The 
temperature data were measured at a fixed point downstream of the cylinder on 
the wake centerline. Since the cylinder was sl ightly heated, the buoyancy term was 
not important and the temperature acted as a passive scalar. 
The two times scales Td and t。are found to be 3 and 665At. The plots of In(T^) 
versus I n r is shown in Fig.( 5.1). 
We show the In-ln plots of {Xr^) versus t" for p 二 0.1,0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 in Fig.( 5.2). 
We can see that between r^ and r ^ there is no discernible power-law region is 
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Figure 5.2: The r dependence of the moment ( x / ) for passive scalar. No discernible 
scaling is observed between r^ and t 。 
+ 
observed. This case is just like water convection. 
Next, we move to check that whether Eq.(4.1) is val id for passive scalar. The plots 
of logio "pyO.i ⑴ versus log^o 工口’； / 丄⑷ by varying p for various pairs of r and 丁' is 
shown in Fig.( 5.3). Parallel straight lines are observed w i th slope /?《.This verify 
that Eq.(4.1) is val id for passive scalar dissipation. From the slopes of the straight 
lines, is estimated to be 0.67 士 0.07. In Ref. [13], is found to be 0.4 士 0.005 
in a flow w i th a larger Re. 
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Figure 5.3: logi。一 logi。plot of versus oCryQip) for passive scalar w i th 
q = 0.1 for T = 8 and T' = 256(circles), R = 8 and r ' = 512(squares), R = 16 and 
T' 二 256(diamonds), r = 16 and T' 二 512(tiangles up), r = 32 and T' 二 256(left 
triangles). The solid lines are linear fits of the data. 
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5.2 Comparison between Turbulent Convection 
and Passive Scalar 
In order to make the comparison reasonable, when we compare helium and water 
convection, we choose Ra = 4.0 x 109, = 100 m m to represent hel ium and water 
convection respectively as they have same order of magnitude of Ra. However, to 
compare helium convection w i th passive scalar, since Re 〜 [ 1 4 ] , we choose 
i^a = 2.1 X 107 to represent helium convection. 
As mentioned in chapter 3, we found that for helium convection, there have scaling 
for the moments of Xr while for water convection, there have no discernible scaling 
is observed. As same as the water convection, in the last section, we found that for 
passive scalar, there is no discernible scaling too. Also, as mentioned in chapter 3, 
the PDF of Yr for helium and water convection have the opposite skewness. 
As discussed in chapter 4, we found that both the convection data satisfy the mo-
ment hierarchical relation of the form of Eq.(4.1). Also, i t is the case for passive 
scalar too. Since ( x ? ) 〜 f o r helium convection, the scaling exponents fip are 
found be well described by c ( l — /?《)—Ap. The values of are found to be 0.39 
and 0.67 respectively for helium convection and passive scalar. is a parameter 
which measure the degree of intermittency. I t is less intermit tent for large So, 
passive scalar is less intermittent than helium convection. 
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5.3 Scaling behavior for length scale above and 
below the Bolgiano scale for turbulent con-
vection using Helium gas 
As mentioned in chapter 1, in convective turbulence flows, the dynamics is driven 
by the temperature difference and i t is interesting to see how turbulence is affected 
by buoyancy. In this section, we would like to check whether the exponent(//p) of 
the moment of Xr are different below and above the t ime scale 丁B. The t ime scale 
TB corresponding to the Bolgiano scale IB, which is given by TB = 申， w h e r e L is 
the height of the experimental cell and TC is the circulat ion t ime scales which were 
estimated in chapter 3. The Bolgiano scale, IB is defined[15 
Ib = ； ⑷ 2 / 3 
where e and x are respectively the average energy and temperature dissipation rate, 
a is the volume expansion coefficient of the fluid and g is the acceleration due to 
gravity. One can rewrite IB as a funct ion of Ra, Nu and Pr [16]: 
—Nu 叩 L 
B = i ? a i / 4 i V / 4 
The three times scales, r^, TB and TC are summarized in table (5.1) 
Since we are studying the behavior of jip for length scale below and above r ^ , 
Ra TdjAt) TB jAt ) re(At ) 
4.0 X 109 5 ^ 52 
7.3 X IQio 5 57.2 1878 
6.0 X IQi i 5 67 1878 
6.7 X 1012 5 5 3 1878 
4.1 X 1013 5 4 5 2233 
Table 5.1: Three t ime scales: t•山 TB and T。for higher Ra number in hel ium con-
vection. Note that At for these 5 sets of data are different. 
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longer scaling range are perferrable. So, we would study the high Ra which range 
from 109 to 1013. 
Let us first consider the plots of versus I n r as shown in Fig.( 5.4 to 
Fig.( 5.8). The slope of this plot is /io.5- From the graphs, we can see that one 
straight line can be f i t ted and there is no observable change in the slope when TB 
is crossed. Thus, we can conclude that, jip is the same in these two regimes for 
helium convection. 
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Figure 5.4: The r dependence of the 0.5 — th moment of XT for Ra 二 4.0 x 10^. fip 
have no change when arcoss TB, there is only one scaling region is observed between 
Td and Tc-
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Figure 5.5: The r dependence of the 0.5 - th moment of Xr for Ra = 7.3 x 
Again, [ip have no change when arcoss tb-
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Figure 5.6: The T dependence of the 0.5 - th moment of Xr for Ra = 6.0 x IQH. 
There is only one scaling region is observed between T(I and r^. /ip are the same for 
丁 below and above 丁B. 
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Figure 5.7: The r dependence of the 0.5 — th moment of XT for Ra = 6.7 x 
Again, ,/p have no change when arcoss r ^ . there is only one scaling region is observed 
between r^ and TC. 
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Moreover, we can examine whether the parameters of fip are different in the two 
regimes individual ly. As discussed in chapter 4, jS^ can be extracted by the plots of 
In <《〉丄 versus In 〈办丄.These plots are shown in Fig.( 5.9) and Fig.( 5.10) 
； < X r 
I for p = 0.8, q = 0.5. Again, we can see that one straight line can be fitted between 
i 
； Td and Tc. There have no change on in the regimes below and above t b . 
I 
I Consider Figs.( 4.2) to (4.4)，which are the plots of l o g i 。 v e r s u s logio 工T，T'"(P ) 
1: 
j for fixed q = 0.1 and different pairs of 丁 and T' which was discussed in chapter 4. 
i 
We can see that same slope is found for the pairs of r and 丁' below or above TB. 
This indicate that is the same for the two regimes. 
j 
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Figure 5.9: A graph of the plot In〈〈二；“ versus I n〈二 • 榜 for (i) Ra = 4.0 x lO。， 
(ii) Ra = 7.3 X IQio，(iii) Ra = 6.0 x IQH and (iv) Ra = 4.1 x The arrows 
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Figure 5.10: A graph of the plot In〈於8〉versus I n〈於 ^ 〉 f o r Ra = 4.1 x 
The arrows indicated the data evaluated at the three time scales: t"山 tb and Tc. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
We have studied the statistics of x^ in turbulent Rayleigh-Benard convection of 
hel ium and water. We have studied the Ra and locat ion dependence of P D F of 
the normalized In Xr and the r-dependent of the moments of X t . We find that the 
P D F are r-dependenct. For convection in water, for fixed r 二 256At，the skewness 
of the P D F change f rom negative to positive when the height increases. Also, we 
find that for hel ium convection the moments of Xr have power law scaling w i t h r : 
〈％/〉〜丁h. However, for convection in water and for passive scalar, there is no 
discernible scaling. 
Moreover, we have verified that the moments of x^ satisfy the generalized She and 
Leveque type moment hierarchical relation. For hel ium convection, the scaling 
exponents, (ip can be well described by c ( l — - Ap. The scaling parameters 
c，jSx and A are extracted. We find that fip has no change for t ime scales below 
and above tb- This implies that the observed change in the scaling exponents of 
the normalized temperature structure funct ion in Ref. [5] is solely the result of a 
change in the condit ional temperature structure functions at fixed values of 
For Ra > 10®, the value of decreases as Ra increases and then increases beyond 
Ra = IQio. Also, the value for /3乂 depends on the position. I t decreases f rom the 
bot tom plate up to around the thermal boundary layer depth and then increases 
up to h = 20 m m above the bo t tom plate. 
Appendix A 
The lognormal model 
Assume that the variance of In e^  is 
where L is the energy injection scale, A is a constant which depends on the mot ion 
of L , and 7*2 is the index of intermittency. As e^  is lognormal, y = Ine^, we have 
roo 
J —00 
= 广 exp(yp) exp [-{y - 勺 r ? I 純 办 
J-oo y/^ar 
= e x p [ ( a , V ) / 2 ) + VrP. 
二 exp [{p^/2) {A + 7"2 In L/r)] exp (vrp) 
( A . l ) 
Let yr = B blur, where B and b are some constants, we have 
{eP)〜r丁p 〜 一 
Since r i = 0, we have 
+ = 0 
2 、) 
, 一 T2 










Definition of Xr 
Consider the heat equation 
fff 
^ ^ + u . V T = kV'^T 
at 
Mul t ip ly 2T to all terms of the equation 




• . ( • T 2 ) = V • ( 2 T V T ) 
= 2 T V 2 T + 2(VT)2 
令 2 T V 2 t 二 • • (VT?) - 2 ( v r ) 2 
^ $ + u . V T 2 二 ！ ^ 〒 -
ot 
Taking spatial average, we get, 
+ (u . VT^ ) 二 i^V'T') — {2^{VTf) 
I 
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consider 
〈 U . V T 2 〉 = ^Ju-
= ¥ J . since • . u 二 0 
= i / uT^ . fids 
V J s 
where V is the volume of the cell. Due to no slip boundary condit ion, = 0, 
- f u T ^ ' Ms = 0 
V Js 
今 〈 u . V T 2 〉 二 0 
consider 
〈•2 沪 〉 = i 
= ^ VT'^nds 
= 0 when there is no external source 




X E ^{{VTf) 
is the average temperature dissipation rate. 
I t is thus natural to define the locally averaged temperature dissipation rate Xr as 
where Br is a ball size w i th radius r . 





Reasons for analysis o f � X 乃 for 
p < 1.2 
The definition of the p- th order moment of Xr 
roo , 、 
( x / ) = / Xr'P{Xr)dXr ( C . l ) 
J 0 
POO 
= / (C.2) 
J—oo 
I f In Xt- has normal distr ibution and large enough database, its pdf is as like as 
in Fig. C . l . 
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Figure C.1: A pdf graph 
Each point in Fig. C . l times the area under the curve is just the p- th 
order moment of x^. However, i t is impossible to have infinite datum. So for large 
p, i f the ta i l part of the pdf decay not enough fast to cancel out the effect of the 
term e…nxr, the tails wi l l rise up(dash line in fig. C . l ) . So, the calculated value of 
the p- th order moment of Xr is not accurate. Therefore, the higher order moment 
of Xr is difficult to obtain since long database are needed. 
By examining which p the term e^inxr wi l l just cause the ta i l to rise, we can find 
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Figure C.2: The graphs of versus InXr for Ra 二 7.3 x lO!。with 
T = 100 for p < 1.2. 
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Figure C.3: The graphs of versus I n x r for Ra = 7.3 x 10^° w i th 
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Figure C.4: A graph of In(xr ) versus InXr for Ra = 6.9 x 10® w i th r = 100 
for p < 1.2 
Fig. C.2 and Fig. C.3 show the graph of e^^^'^^P In(xr ) versus InXr for Ra = 
7.3 X IQio w i th r = 100. We can see that when p beyond 1.2, the ta i l start to rise. 
So for p < 1.2, the moment of Xt are reliable. 
Next, we wi l l check whether i t is true for the other datasets. Fig. C.4 to Fig. ？? are 
shown the graphs of eP^^^^Pln(xr) versus In Xr for Ra number which range form 
10® to 1014 and passive scalar. We can see that for p < 1.2, the tails didn' t rise. 
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Figure C.5: A graph of eP^^^-Pln(xr) versus InXr for Ra 二 2.1 x 10^ w i t h r 二 100 
for p < 1.2 
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Figure C.6: A graph of e^'^^^-Pln(xr) versus In Xr for Ra = 6.0 x 10^ w i t h r = 100 
for p < 1.2 
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Figure C.7: A graph of e^^^^^P In(x^) versus In Xr for Ra = 4.0 x 10^ w i th r 二 100 
for p < 1.2 
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Figure C.8: A graph of e^^^^-P In(xr ) versus InXr for Ra = 6.0 xlO^^ w i th r - 100 
and p < 1.2 
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Figure C.9: A graph of e^^^^-P ln(xr ) versus I n x r for Ra = 6.7x10^2 ^ i t h r = 100 
and p < 1.2 
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Figure C.IO: A graph of e^^^^^^P In(xT) versus InXr for Ra — 4.1 x w i th 
r = 100 and p < 1.2 
Appendix D 
Functional form of jjip implied by 
the hierarchical relation 
Consider the sacling of Xr 
(x/> 〜一 
and the She-Leveque relation Eq.(4.1) w i th g 二 1. Xr'"^^ can be wri t ten as 
(i’。o) 二 lim�X•^奸 1 � 
人丁 ” ⑴ ( X r ^ ) 
〜 l i m 
p—)-oo q-fJ'P 
= l i m 仰） 
p-^oo 
三 T - L 
Consider the left hand side of Eq.(4.1): 
L H S 〜7•(御 
and the right hand side: 
RHS 〜T("p+i-"p)々i-〜 
we have 
Mp+2 - (1 + 0 》 p + i + + A ( 1 - 4 ) = 0 (D. l ) 
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Then we t ry the soultion fip = c-\-bp 
4 6 = - A 
Therefore /ip = c — A p is a particular solution of Eq.(4.1). Let fip = c- Ap + f{p) 
and substitute i t into Eq. (D. l ) , we get a homogeneous equation: 
f{p + 2 ) - ( l + + 1) + P ' j i p ) = 0 (D.2) 
Put f{p) 二 aXP into Eq.(D.2), we have 
- {1 ^ + 二 0 
玲 + ⑶ ⑶ = 0 
玲 A = or 1 
=>f{p) = c^f^l 
The solution of = 1 is included in the particular solution. Since /io = 0, we have 
a = —c. Eq.(4.6) is thus resulted. 
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